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ALLAGASH WHITE  •  WITBIER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $6.25

Brewed with a generous portion of wheat and spiced with coriander and Curaçao orange peel, this beer is fruity,
refreshing and slightly cloudy in appearance.

BALLAST POINT GRAPEFRUIT SCULPIN  •  IPA  •  7% 12oz Can  $5

Sculpin’s unique flavor added with the tart freshness of grapefruit, perfectly complements this IPA’s citrusy hop
character.

BEAR REPUBLIC RACER 5 IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5% 12oz Bottle  $5.75

This hoppy American IPA is a full bodied beer brewed with American pale and crystal malts, and heavily hopped
with Chinook, Cascade, Columbus and Centennial.

BELL'S TWO HEARTED ALE  •  IPA  •  7% 12oz Bottle  $5.75

Citrusy & piney IPA with 100% Centennial hops.

BLUE MOON BELGIAN STYLE WHEAT  •  WITBIER  •  5.4% 12oz Bottle  $4.25

Brewed with oats for creaminess and spiced with the perfect combination of orange peel for subtle sweetness.

BROOKLYN LAGER  •  VIENNA LAGER  •  5.2% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

Firm malt center supported by a refreshing bitterness and floral hop aroma.

CAPE MAY IPA  •  IPA  •  6.3% 12oz Can  $5

Loaded with floral and citrus notes, slightly bitter with a zesty finish.

CIGAR CITY JAI ALAI  •  IPA  •  7.5% 12oz Can  $5.50

Bold hop flavor and aroma from six different hop varietals is front and center in this flavorful American IPA

DESCHUTES FRESH SQUEEZED IPA  •  IPA  •  6.4% 12oz Bottle  $5.75

This mouthwateringly delicious IPA gets its flavor from a heavy helping of Citra and Mosaic hops. Don't worry, no
fruit was harmed in the making of this beer.

DOGFISH HEAD 60 MINUTE  •  IPA  •  6% 12oz Bottle  $5.75

Brewed with a slew of great Northwest hops. A powerful but balanced East Coast IPA with a lot of citrusy hop
character.

DOGFISH HEAD 90 MINUTE IPA  •  DOUBLE IPA  •  9% 12oz Bottle  $6.50

90 Minute IPA was the first beer we continuously hopped, allowing for a pungent -- but not crushing -- hop
flavor.

DUCLAW SWEET BABY JESUS!  •  PORTER  •  6.2% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

Sweet Baby Jesus Chocolate Peanut Butter Porter is a complex, robust porter.

EVIL GENIUS STACY'S MOM CITRA IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5% 12oz Bottle  $5

Using just a single hop, Citra, this IPA explodes with citrus flavors & aromas. The hop bitterness is clean and
crisp, leaving you refreshed.

FEGLEY'S HOP'SOLUTELY  •  DOUBLE IPA  •  11.5% 12oz Bottle  $6.25

It has a complex grapefruit hop aroma which is followed by a smooth malt flavor.
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FIRESTONE WALKER UNION JACK IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5% 12oz Can  $5

Bold grapefruit, tangerine and citrus flavors that are contrasted by pale malt sweetness to balance this intense
brew.

FREE WILL KRAGLE IPA  •  IPA  •  6.6% 12oz Can  $5.25

A aggressively hopped ipa with a complex aroma. Straw colored with a crisp finish. Hopped with warrior, Citra,
Simcoe, calypso, and Columbus.

GOOSE ISLAND 312 URBAN WHEAT ALE  •  WHEAT ALE  •  4.2% 16oz Can  $5.50

Hazy straw color, light orange hop aroma, fruity ale flavor, creamy body.

GREAT LAKES DORTMUNDER GOLD  •  DORTMUNDER  •  5.8% 12oz Bottle  $5

This smooth lager strikes a delicate balance between malt and hops in the aroma, palate, finish and body.

HALF ACRE DAISY CUTTER  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  5.2% 16oz Can  $6

Daisy Cutter Pale Ale is a West Coast Strong Pale Ale, focusing on the aromatic qualities of the hops.

LAGUNITAS IPA  •  IPA  •  6.2% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

A well-rounded, highly drinkable IPA. A bit of Caramel Malt barley provides the richness that mellows out the
twang of hops.

MAGIC HAT #9  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  5.1% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

A sort of dry, crisp, refreshing, not-quite pale ale.

NESHAMINY CREEK J.A.W.N. PALE ALE  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  5.2% 12oz Can  $5.25

J.A.W.N.(Juicy Ale With Nugget) Malty, yet crisp, loaded with dank citrus, as well as tropical & stone fruit flavor
DRINK LOCAL !!!

NORTH COAST OLD RASPUTIN RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT  •  IMPERIAL STOUT  •  9% 12oz Bottle  $5.75

Old Rasputin seems to develop a cult following wherever it goes. It’s a rich, intense brew with big complex
flavors and a warming finish.

OSKAR BLUES MAMA'S LITTLE YELLA PILS  •  PILSNER  •  5.3% 12oz Can  $4.50

Made with hearty amounts of pale malt and Bavarian hops, this is the perfect antidote to cure what ails you.

RUSSIAN RIVER DAMNATION  •  BELGIAN STRONG ALE  •  7% 12oz Bottle  $18

It has extraordinary aromas of banana and pear w/ mouth filling flavors of sweet malt & earthy hops. The finish
is dry & slightly bitter but very, very smooth.

SIERRA NEVADA PALE ALE  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  5.6% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

Unique piney and grapefruit aromas from the use of whole-cone American hops have fascinated beer drinkers for
decades and made this beer a classic.

SMALL TOWN NOT YOUR FATHER'S ROOT BEER (10%)  •  DARK MILD  •  10.7% 12oz Bottle  $6

Root beer brew that appeals to craft beer aficionados as well as those who don’t typically drink beer but crave
something unique.

STONE TANGERINE EXPRESS IPA  •  IPA  •  6.7% 12oz Can  $4.50

We use bountiful whole tangerine purée, which brings pithy, crisp bitterness to the citrus flavor.

TROEG'S PERPETUAL IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

This bold Imperial Pale Ale emerges rife with sticky citrus rind, pine balm and tropical fruit.
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TWISTED TEA ORIGINAL  •  MALT BEVERAGE  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $4.50

For a refreshing and smooth taste, we use select tea and natural lemon flavor.

TWO ROADS MILES TO GO  •  KELLERBIER  •  6.2% 12oz Can  $5.25

An unfiltered pale lager that's made the unhurried traditional way. We lager it cold and slow and leave it
unfiltered for a softer body and toasty malt flavor.

VICTORY DIRTWOLF  •  DOUBLE IPA  •  8.7% 12oz Bottle  $5.50

Wildly assertive, intentionally untamed, and dangerously satisfying.

VICTORY GOLDEN MONKEY  •  TRIPEL  •  9.5% 12oz Can  $5.50

A Belgian-style triple ale glows with the richness of German malts and Belgian yeast, tempered by a sparkling
approach and overall light body.

WICKED WEED PERNICIOUS IPA  •  IPA  •  7.2% 12oz Bottle  $6

This massively dry-hopped ale has minimum malt complexity and a combination of juicy, tropical fruit-forward
hops with heavy resinous American hops.

YARDS PHILADELPHIA PALE ALE  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  4.3% 12oz Can  $5.50

Crisp & hoppy, bursting with citrus flavors & aromas. DRINK LOCAL !!!

SOURS
DOGFISH HEAD SEAQUENCH ALE  •  GOSE  •  4.9% 19oz Can  $6.50

SeaQuench Ale is brewed with sea salt and black limes and it merges three German-style beers: Kolsch, Berliner
Wiesse, and Gose.

MONK'S CAFE FLEMISH SOUR ALE  •  SOUR ALE  •  5.5% 12oz Can  $9.50

We blend young and old beers to make this mildy tart sour ale. Light bodied with a lactic/sour nose and a bit of
sweet and sour in the finish. Very refreshing!

PETRUS AGED RED ALE  •  OUD BRUIN  •  8.5% 11oz Bottle  $11

Strikingly intricate beer, Petrus Aged Red marries the dark complexities of an unrestrained Belgium ale with the
intrigue of tart cherry. Pours a deep ruby red.

VICTORY SOUR MONKEY  •  SOUR ALE  •  9.5% 12oz Can  $5.50

Tastefully twisted to offer nuances of sweet fruit & a sharp tang of tartness, this exhilarating combinations of
flavors makes this brew a monkey all it’s own.

WEYERBACHER SEXY MOTHERPUCKER  •  SOUR ALE  •  7.5% 12oz Bottle  $5.25

Amber hued, tangy and dry on the palate, this tart beer nicely balances sour and malt with a late addition of
Citra hops to give it a nice citrus kick in both f

CIDER
ANGRY ORCHARD CRISP APPLE CIDER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $5

A balance of sweetness and bright acidity from apples and dryness of traditional cider making, resulting in a
refreshing hard cider with crisp apple flavor.

AUSTIN EAST RUBY RED GRAPEFRUIT CIDER  •  5% 12oz Can  $4.25

A refreshing and slightly tart cider made with heirloom bittersweet apples, American dessert apples and Ruby
Red Grapefruit.
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MCKENZIE’S BLACK CHERRY CIDER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $6

Reserved for the darkest of hearts, McKenzie's Black Cherry is an inspiration to hard cider - rich amber, full body
with a refreshingly sweet cherry finish.

STELLA ARTOIS CIDRE  •  4.5% 16oz Can  $5.50

A soft, fruity sweetness paired with a crisp, dry finish.

STRONGBOW DRY CIDER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $4.50

Strongbow is a crisp, premium imported cider from the U.K. which delivers maximum refreshment in an
authentic, traditional English recipe. Gluten Free

WOODCHUCK GRANNY SMITH CIDER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $4.75

It is made using 100% Granny Smith apples. This cider has a mouth-watering flavor that is tangy and tart, with
just a touch of sweetness.

SELTZERS
SPIKED SELTZER INDIAN RIVER GRAPEFRUIT  •  MALT BEVERAGE  •  6% 12oz Can  $4

Fermentation of this citrus essence and sugar naturally produces 6% alc. The result is clean and clear without
the sugary sweetness of wine or the heaviness.

SPIKED SELTZER WEST INDIES LIME  •  MALT BEVERAGE  •  6% 12oz Can  $4

The fresh fruit flavors infused in SpikedSeltzer are derived from cold-pressed citrus essence from a variety of
fruits.

WHITE CLAW HARD SELTZER BLACK CHERRY  •  FRUIT BEER  •  5% 19oz Can  $6.25

Sparkling rush of 100% pure seltzer water, our BrewPure alcohol & a hint of juicy black cherry is the perfect
combination of pure refreshment & subtle ripe flav

DOMESTIC
BUD LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Bud Light is brewed with a malt and hops ratio different from Budweiser for a distinctively crisp taste with fewer
calories.

BUDWEISER  •  PALE LAGER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Brewed using a blend of imported and classic American aroma hops, and a blend of barley malts and rice
resulting in unparalleled balance and character.

COORS LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

First, aged (lagered) below freezing to give our beer its crisp taste. Then it’s filtered cold so that it gets that
brilliant, bright appearance.

MICHELOB LAGER  •  PALE LAGER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

It is fermented and aged with our classic lager yeast strain, and cold-matured for balanced crispness.

MICHELOB ULTRA  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Low-carb light beer with taste smooth enough to carry the Michelob name.

MILLER HIGH LIFE  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.7% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

An American-style lager recognized for its consistently crisp, smooth taste.
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MILLER LITE  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

This carefully crafted pilsner uses the finest ingredients and brewing techniques to ensure rich, full-bodied beer
taste at only 96 calories.

NARRAGANSETT LAGER  •  PALE LAGER  •  5% 16oz Can  $2.50

Brewed just right for drinking—crisp and refreshing. It’s got more flavor than other premium lagers, yet it’s one
of the most drinkable beers in the world.

PABST BLUE RIBBON (PBR)  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.7% 12oz Can  $2.75

Selected as America’s Best in 1893.

ROLLING ROCK  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.5% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Premium amber lager for your enjoyment, as a tribute to your good taste

YUENGLING TRADITIONAL LAGER  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.5% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor with roasted caramel malt for a subtle sweetness and
a combination of cluster and cascade hops.

IMPORTS
AMSTEL LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  3.5% 12oz Bottle  $4.50

A special light beer containing approximately 35% fewer calories than regular lager beer. But every bit as thirst-
quenching and refreshing.

CORONA  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.6% 12oz Bottle  $5.50

made with the finest quality blend of filtered water, malted barley, hops, corn, and yeast.

CORONA LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.1% 12oz Bottle  $5.50

A pleasant fruit-honey malt aroma and distinctive hop flavor, with only 99 calories and 5 grams of carbohydrates.
Light, gold color with refreshing crisp taste.

GUINNESS  •  DRY STOUT  •  4.2% 11.2oz Can  $5.50

Rich and creamy. Distinctively black. Velvety in its finish. This iconic beer is defined by harmony.

HEINEKEN  •  PILSNER  •  5.4% 12oz Bottle  $4.50

Crisp & smooth Euro Lager.

MODELO ESPECIAL CHELADA  •  SPICED BEER  •  3.5% 12oz Bottle  $4.50

Chelada with the refreshing flavor of tomato, salt and lime.

MOLSON GOLDEN  •  PALE LAGER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $3.50

Each batch is brewed with pure spring water and features a unique two part hopping procedure.

SPATEN FRANZISKANER HEFE-WEISS  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $5

Crispy, refreshing, spicy and fruity.

STELLA ARTOIS  •  PALE LAGER  •  5.2% 12oz Bottle  $4.25

12oz Bottle  $4.50Premium European lager of noble traditions that is still brewed using natural ingredients in the same processes
of mixing and fermentation used in the old days.

WELL'S BANANA BREAD BEER  •  FRUIT BEER  •  5.2% 12oz Can  $6

This dark golden coloured ale hugs the palate with great intensity. Its malty aroma is complemented by the
gentle nose of Banana.
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